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The first group, in which growth-ring production begin~ bet~een Nov~mbe~ and . 
January, i.e. at the beginning of the wet winter, and 1n wh1ch camb1um 1s act1ve 
during that period and dormant during.the d~y summer season, appears to be the 
type indigenous and best suited to th1s reg1on. 
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EDITORIAL 

Since the appearance of our ~ast News Bulletin 1962/1, the French translation 

of the "International Glossary of Terms used in Wood Anatomy" has been completed 

by Mr. Didier Normand, Centre Technique Forestier Tropical, 45bis, avenue de 

la Belle Gabrielle, Nogent-sur-Marne, (Seine), France. We propose to mimeo

graph this French edition free of charge for all Members who are interested. 

In order to know the number of copies necessary, we would ask you to contact 

the Secretary-Treasurer, Universitatstrasse 2, ZUrich 6, Switzerland, not 

later than December 31st, 1962. Additional copies for teaching purposes can 

be ordered as well at a price of S.Fr. 5.-- each, which is our net cost. 

As expected, only a few copies of the German version have been ordered; there 

are still copies available for Members who have not placed their order yet. 

The Spanish translation has been undertaken by Prof. Dr. H. Lamprecht, 

Escuela de Ingenieria Forestal, Universidad de Los Andes, Merida, Venezuela 

(in collaboration with Prof. Harry Corothie, Merida). As soon as it is 

completed, publication of a multilingual Glossary will be considered. 

Concerning the Xth International Botanical Congress in Edinburgh (Scotland), 

1964, we have not yet received any suggestion from our Members. 

The forthcoming Bulletin 1962/2 is devoted to two recent publications dealing 

with wood identification. Since this branch of our science concerns one 

of our main activities, we found it necessary to publish extensive reviews 
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of those books. The Oxford system of proceeding with punched cards, which 

allows of starting witn the most conspicuous feature of a given wood 

specimen, facilitates identification enormously. Such a key, with multiple 

entry, is far superior to any traditional dichotomous key. As far as can 

be judged at the moment, it is the only way of conceiving a universal 

key including all wood species of the world. 

A. Frey-Wyssling 

Secretary-Treasurer 

MODERN METHODS OF WOOD IDENTIFICATION 

One of the most important aims of wood anatomy beyond the s~udies of phyla
genetic evidence is the identification of unknown wood spec~me~s b~ means 
of structural details. Identification is more than a mere appl~ca~~on of 
morphological descriptions of wood - it is a dynamic and most act~ve 
handling of the more static knowledge in wood anatomy. 

Both description and identification belong to t~e fir~t subjects of our 
I.A.W.A. We are therefore glad to further the d~scuss~ons of these prob
lems with the publication of an article by our member Professor Yatsenko
Khmelevsky and add a review of the new Bulletin No. 46 of t~e.For~st 
Products Research Laboratory in Princes Risborough on Ident~f~cat~on of 
Hardwoods. 

SOME PROBLEMS OF THE STUDY OF WOODS OF SOUTH-EAST ASIA 

by Andrew A. Yatsenko-Khmelevsky, Professor at the 

Department of Plant Anatomy, Kirov order Lenin Forest 

Academy, Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

1. Even in the recent past the utilization of the wood obtained from the 

forests of South-East Asia (Indonesia, Burma, Viet-Nam, Thailand etc.) 

was restricted to the exploitation of relatively few tree species, 

yielding the especially valuable wo~d either .with.respect to its mechanical 

properties, its merits as a decorat~ve mater~al, .~ts fr~grance or from 

the standpoint of the traditional concepts assoc~ated w~th those woods. 
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2. In our days, the rapidly progressing national economy of these countries 
has raised before their forest institutions and their wood-working industry 
the problem of finding the ways for a wider usage of most of their indigenous 
species of forest trees in the different fields of their national economy. 
The number of tree species involved in the wood-working industry increases 
from dozens to hundreds and even thousands. In the Democratic Republic of 
Viet-Nam the list of species of wood utilized by the wood-working industry 
of the Republic comprises 400 entries and exhibits a trend to increase with 
time steadily and incessantly. 

3. This increase to hundreds and thousands of tree species involved in the 
wood-working industry raises new claims on the science of wood. The utili
zation of wood itself becomes more and more diverse; besides the utilization 
of the unprocessed wood as a material for buildings, furniture etc., there 
originate and develop in these countries the industries associated with 
the chemical processing of wood for the production of various plastics, 
artificial fibers etc. The requirement to xylologists to give the identi
fications of wood based on its anatomical character still retains prime 
importance. 

4. Modern wood anatomy has already accumulated very ample evidence. At the 
first stage of its development associated with the activity of the German, 
partly French universities in the second half of the XIXth century the 
herbarium samples provided the staple material for the anatomical studies. 
These data, summarized by Solereder in his well-known book, gave us the 
first idea of the anatomical structure of the wood of seed plants. At the 
second stage of development of wood anatomy the leading role passed over to 
the American investigators, mainly to the schools of Irving W. Bailey and 
Samuel J. Record that have led to the formation of those main concepts of 
the taxonomic and evolutionary significance of the structural characters 
of wood that are now adopted by xylologists and botanists all over the 
world. All these data, however, have proved to be insufficiently concrete 
from the standpoint of the tasks with which wood anatomists are confronted 
today. 

5. In the literature on the anatomy of wood there are some examples of 
descriptions very successfully extending to the level of species, such as 
the famous work of Moll and Janssonius on the wood of Java, D. Normand's 
splendid atlas and descriptions of the wood of the Ivory Coast and the 
voluminous work of the prominent Indian wood anatomists A. Chowdhury and 
G. Gosh. But it is exactly these examples of such publications (which have 
taken their authors years and years of hard work) that emphasize the 
necessity of the elaboration of new methods of the description of wood. 

6. The description by itself of hundreds and even thousands of species is 
not an unrealizable task. The interpretation of such descriptions, however, 
and their use for the identification of wood has proved to be very difficult 
or, even, virtually impossible. Anyone who has had to use such descriptions 
for the identification of wood knows how unreliable the conclusions thus 
arrived at are. 

7. It is our firm conviction that the only practically possible method of 
utilization of the immense bulk of the data supplied by all the existing 
descriptions of woods is the use of the modern automatic computers. This 
problem that has already been the object of our studies in Leningrad for 
some time is by no means too complex from the technical standpoint. The main 
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IDENTIFICATION OF HARDWOODS; A MICROSCOPE KEY 

Princes Risborough;Bulletin No. .46 , F P •R•1 • , 
96 pages; 1on~on 1961, Her Majesty's Stationery 

Office. Price 10 s. 

by J.D. Brazier, B.Sc. and G.1. Franklin. 

· and G 1 Franklin two outstanding wood anatomists, present in
J. D. Braz1.er • · ' f th · · 1 key devised bythis Bulletin a revised and enlarged version o e or1.g1.na

H Clarke c.B.E., M.Sc. who replaced the traditional dic~otomous keys
S. • ' . 1 t n unched cards. - In the l.ngress, the 
by the system ~f m~~!~~ :o;~ ~~ ~oliows• "The Bulletin comprises descriptions
authors summar1ze ' · f about 380 com

~!r~~:1a~:;~:;~~! ;:~;~~=~ti~: :~!~ ~~~hb~t:~~~~~c~~=~i~s. The features are 
set out in a coded form for recording on marginally perforate~ cards, and a 
sample can be identified by sorting the prepared cards accordl.ng to the 
features observed in it. 

Definitions of the features employed are illustrated by example~ ~nd photo
micrographs. Where appropriate, the coded descriptions of ~he tl.m ers are 
amplified by supplementary notes. References to relevant ll.terature are 
included." 

· hould like to point out three different aspects: 1) The 

~~d~~rd~:~~~;ti~~ssof woods, 2) The choice of morphol~gical features~ and 


) The use of the card key for identification and stud1.es of comparat1ve 


anatomy. 
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1) The coded description of woods. 

The main part of Bulletin 46 contains coded descriptions of commercial hard
woods registered in alphabetical order of Families, Genus and Species. In 
the introduction, the authors give the following statement on the descripions 
of timbers: "The coded descriptions of the timbers are based on original 
observations and a survey of the relevant literature. As a rule, at least 
four specimens of each species were examined, but with commercial timbers 
that are the product of a number of anatomically similar species, generally 
fewer specimens of each were studied. The descriptions were prepared using 
wood of normal structure taken at some distance from the pith ("adult" wood); 
wood within an inch or two of the pith ("juvenile" wood) often differs 
appreciably from more adult wood. Specimens authenticated with herbarium 
material were used where available. The anatomical examination was made 
using transverse, tangential-longitudinal and radial-longitudinal sections 
stained in safranin and an unstained radial section cleared in hypochlorite 
solution; all the sections were mounted in Canada balsam. The cleared radial 
section was especially useful for the examination on crystals and silica 
aggregates. The structural features were examined at magnifications up to 
400 times and distinctness of a feature refers to its appearance at this 
magnification. Selection of the most suitable magnification is largely a 
matter of experience; thus some features, e.g. fibre pitting, spiral 
thickenings in the vessels, etc., are often best examined at low magnifi
cations. In addition to the original observations an extensive survey has 
been made of the relevant literature; a list of the more important standard 
works is given and other references of special interest are cited in the 
text. 

The anatomical features for each timber are presented in a coded form 
corresponding to the schedule of features with, where necessary, supple
mentary notes, tables and short dichotomous keys as aids for the separation 
of anatomically similar woods. Following the entries for each family 
references are given to any relevant publications on the timbers of the 
family, but, to avoid repetition, descriptions and keys in the more general 
works listed in the Select Bibliography are not referenced under the 
families concerned. Published descriptions of single timbers and commercial 
or other similar groups of timbers have generally not been referenced." 

2) The choice of morphological features. 

The reference list of features ennumerates 86 different details within a 
groupment of 11 sections: Pores/Vessels (19), Intercellular canals (3), 
Fibres and Fibre-Tracheids (3), Tracheids (1), Rays (17), Parenchyma (13), 
Miscellaneous (3), Crystals (6), Physical Properties (7), Geographical 
Regions (9), Growth Rings (3). -Compared with the old cards, seven features 
have been omitted and for nine features the definitions have been newly 
formulated; beside that, there are 16 additional features included in the 
new cards. The most important improvements concern the ray and parenchyma 
tissues. So, instead of only one general type of heterogeneous rays, three 
different types of heterogeneous rays are distinguished: heterogeneous 
type I, having multiseriate rays with uniseriate margins longer than the 
multiseriate part and composed of upright and square cells, or the hetero
geneous type II, having multiseriate rays with uniseriate margins shorter 
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than the multiseriate part and compos~d of upright and square cells, and the 
heterogeneous type Ill, having multiseriate rays with mostly a s~ngle row of 
square marginal cells. - For the description of the parench~a t1ssue there 
are mentioned, for the first time, timbers where parenchyma 1s rare or absent, 
terminal or initial diffuse-in-aggregates, scanty paratracheal or commonly 
with fusiform cells: Furthermore, the occurrence and form of cristalliferous 
inclusions is more specialized. Finally, three main colours of timbers are 
stated in the new cards; these features are included in the section of 
"Physical Properties"; this is convenient though the colour and odour of a 
wood are not physical properties of the material in the strict sense. 

3) The use of the card key for identification and for studies of comparative 

anatomy. 

The identification with dichotomous keys is characterized by the fixed sequence 
of features which have to be examined in the wood specimen. In numerous cases, 
this is a real disadvantage, e.g. when a special structural detail is lacking 
in the section viewed, due to an irregularity in growth conditions. Such 
difficulties are not relevant in the identification with a card key. The in~ 
vestigator is free in choosing the most evident feature of a specimen and 
may continue his work looking for the best combination of characteristic 
features. A special advantage in the new card key is the indication of features 
which are of secondary interest only (printed in Italics); in addition, 
features which are not very well developed are marked by an inked notch. 
There is only one limitation of a card key, trivial but very important: one 
cannot hope to extract more details and farther-reaching information from 
the key than has been put into it. Thus, wood identification remains the art 
of interpreting facts with the . character of dynamic scientific handling. 

A card key is a special kind of morphological description of timbers and can 
be used for purposes other than identification only. It has been pointed out 
by numerous anatomists that studies in comparative anatomy are facilitated 
by this tool. As an example for such an application of the new card key, we 
should like to draw attention to a comparision of tropical timbers with those 
of the moderate climate region. 440 different species and subspecies have 
been sorted out of the cards, 359 of them belong to the tropics, 81 only to 
the moderate climate region. Both groups have been subdivided into five 
sections according to the distribution of pores in their cross-section. As 
indicated in the table we have separated the timbers of the diffuse-porous 
type from the semi-ring-porous and ring-porous type. Within the group of 
diffuse-pored timbers, the two categories with solitary pores and with pores 
in radial arrangement are separated again. We have made this arrangement, 
because the water-conductive system is a tissue of high adaptability and 
shows a very clear tendency to phylogenetic development. The succession of 
the pore arrangement 1 to 5 is thought to indicate such a development, 
showing the diffuse-pored type with solitary pores as a primitive form, and 
the ring-pored type as a form of higher specialisation. This latter type is 
represented in the examined species of the moderate climate region with 23 %; 
but in the tropics only two species out of 359 show this feature. In the table, 
the numbers for the other four groups are indicated together with information 
on a number of other features. The study of the combination of certain structu
ral details should disclose whether the almost total lack of species with a 
highly developed water-conductive system in the tropics is significant, or 
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Comparative anatomy of commercial timbers of the moderate (A) and tropical (B) 

climate regions (The figures show the relative number of species in %) 

Types of pore 

arrangements 

Pores/Vessels Parenchyma Rays 

'g~
'1 1-' 
1-+.ct
0 1-'
'1'd 
Ill 1-' 
ct-<0 
1-'· 
0 
:; 
Ol 

ct-Ol 
::s''d 
1-'· 1-'
0 '1 
l>;'ll) 
<0 1-' 
1:1 
1-'· 
1:1 
~ 
Ill 

~'d 
<0 1-'· 
Ill et
et-Ill 

~ 
<0 
p. 

p. 
1-'· 
1-+. 

~ 
Ill 
<0 

~ 
Ill 
Ill 
1-'· 
0 
<0 
1:1 
et
'1 
1-'· 
0 

g~
1:1 1-'· 
1-+.1-+. 
1-'0 
~ '1 
<0 1:1 
1:1 I 
et

0' 

~ p. 
<0 
p. 

~ ~ 
1:1 1-'· 
et-Ill 
Ill I-' 

Ill <0 
ct-1-' 
0 <0 
'1 I 
1-'· 
<0 
p. 

::r 
0 
1:1 
0 
~ 
<0 
1:1 
<0 
0 
~ 
Ill 

s~ 
1-'· 0 
Ill I-' 
<0 ~ 
'1 Ill 
1-'· 1-'· 
Ill~ 
ct-<0 
<01-' 
P.C.:: 

Ill 
et
0 
'1 
1-'
<0 
p. 

Exclusively A 

solitary B 

58 42 8 lOO - - - 8 66 8 8 

27 - 53 47 22 - 24 2 36 31 2 

A 
Pore clusters 

B 

46 46 - 46 23 - 12 8 46 12 4 

6 1 42 7 24 20 41 42 46 11 30 

Radial A 

multiples B 

54 54 - 31 23 - - - 31 15 8 

10 5 26 29 10 10 43 17 19 22 14 

Semi-ring- A 

porous B 

9 55 - 27 9 - 45 27 55 - 18 

- 18 73 - 27 18 36 36 73 45 27 

A 
Ring-porous 

B 

16 58 10 5 58 5 10 5 68 5 -

- - - - 100 - - - 50 - -

whether this relatively well-represented feature in timbers of the moderate 
climate region is due to ecological influences. - The numerous features in 
the table are of different phylogenetic value: multiperforate perforations, 
spiral thickenings and diffuse parenchyma are characteristics of primitive 
forms, whereas vasicentric/aliform or banded parenchyma, homogeneous rays and 
storied rays represent more specialized forms. - The figures in the table in
dicate the relative amount of species which show the corresponding features. 
They reveal that the many species of the tropical climate region are not at 
all characterized by a lower degree of specialization, the species of the 
moderate climate region are rather marked by a combination of primitive fea
tures although they show, in the water-conductive system, a clear tendency 
towards high specialization. One may thus conclude that ecological factors 
rather than the power of phylogenetic development have been the reason for 
the far-reaching development of the pore system in these timbers. 

The new card key, published by the Forest Products Research Laboratory in 
Princes Risborough, is a most valuable instrument for wood anatomy. We thank 
the two authors, both members of our association, for this wealth of infor
mation on the wood anatomy of commercial hardwoods. 

H.H. Bosshard 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Prof. A.A. Yatsenko-Khmelevsky (Leningrad) is the author of a new handbook on 
General Plant Anatomy. The book is written in Russian; in 13 sections it.deals 
with the following items: Organisation of the plant body / The cell/ Mer1ste
matic tissue / Epidermis / Ground tissue / Sclerenchymatic tissue / Periderm I 
Bark / Xylem / Stem / Leaf / Root. 

282 pages with 103 figures; Moscow 1961; Price 63 Kopeks. 

Prof. Dr. B. Huber, Mtinchen, has published a handbook on the same subject: 

Grundztige der Pflanzenanatomie; 

Versuch einer zeitgemassen Neudarstellung. 

Springer-Verlag Berlin, Gottingen, Heidelberg 1961; 243 pages, 199 fig.; DM 48.

In the Tappi Monograph Series No. 24 the Forest Biology Committee (chairman: 
Dr. P.R. Larson) of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry 
offers an Annotated Bibliography on: 

"The Influence of Environment and Genetics on Pulpwood Quality" 

On 316 pages it contains some 883 bibliographic notes on scientific publi
cations on that subject. (Price: US ~ 5.-; Copies may be obtained from 
T.A.P.P.I. New York, 17, N.Y., 360 Lexingon Avenue.) 

The American Society for Testing and Materials announces the availability of the 

Five Year Index to ASTM Technical Papers and Reports 

147 +vi pages; cloth cover; 6 x 9; Price: ~ 3.50; To ASTM Members: ~ 2.80. 

Copies of this publication may be obtained from ASTM headquarters, 

1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania. 


Prof. A.A. Yatsenko-Khmelevsky has revised a book of E.V. Budkewicz: 


The Wood of the Pinaceae, 

Anatomical structure and key for the identification of genus and species, 
(written in Russian). Moscow 1961; 151 pages. 
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EDITORIAL 

In J~ly our members Professors c. de ZEEOW and A. CoTe of the State Uni
vers1ty College of Forestry at Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, 
sent ~ copy of a brief review and bibliography on the subject of recent 
work 1n wood anatomy and related topics to all colleagues on the roster of 
the I.A.W.A. (Trends in Literature on Wood Structure, 1955-1962, Forest 
Products J?urnal, May 1962 p. 203-212). The review illustrated by five 
electron m1crographs by DAY and CoTe, covers 316 publications from all 
ov7r the.world. Titles are given in English with the exception of papers 
wr1tten 1n German or French, where an English translation of the title is
added. 

A consi~erable.n~ber of the authors involved are members of the I.A.W.A., 
and it 1s grat~fy1ng to see a long list of all the work performed and pro
ble~s solv7d s~nce 1955. When new members are admitted to our Association, 
the1r p~bl1ca~1ons are carefully studied. But after their acceptance it is 
almost.1mposs1ble t~ follow all their individual work as closely as would 
be des1ra~le •. In th1s respect the review distributed is a big help, and I 
must say 1t .g1ves a real pleasure to see the aim of the founders of our 
International Association of Wood Anatomy realised in that study of wood 
structure for scientific and applied purposes has become a real interna
tional affair. 

In the name of the Association I would warmly thank Professors de ZEEUW and 
CoTe for this gift. As I understand there are additional copies available 
for new members whos7 n~es are not yet on the roster circulated some years 
~go. Any member wh~ 1s 1nterested in this bibliography and has not received 
1t for any reason 1s requested to apply for a copy directly to the above 
address. An up-to-date roster will be distributed in due course. 




